The purpose of this note is to announce a number of results concerning the various approaches to fractional integration on the real line E as due to H. Weyl [9] , M. Riesz [7] , W. Feller [4] and G. O. Okikiolu [ô] . Our principal contributions are on extensions of theorems of J. L. B. Cooper [3] , on the interchange of the operations of fractional integration (differentiation) and the Hilbert transform, on the counterpart of a theorem of H. Weyl [9] on periodic functions to the real line, and on partial differential equations of fractional order.
Since Fourier transform methods are mainly used in the proofs, the discussion is restricted to the space L P (E) for l^g£<i2. Full details of the work reported here as well as further results will appear in a monograph to be published by the Westdeutscher Verlag, Opladen.
Let ƒ£!>(£), 1 £p g 2. We define the Hilbert transform of ƒ by
Weyl's fractional integral of order 1 -ce and the analogous integral of M. Riesz [7] by 1 Ç* ƒ(*) 
Following G. O. Okikiolu [6] we consider further the integral
where C7 1 (ce) = 2r(l -a) sin(7r/2)(l-a) and analogously i\L a jU in case MGBV(£). The integrals (2), (3), (5) exist a.e. if 1-1/£<Û:<1, while the Stieltjes integrals exist a.e. for 0<ce<l.
A differentiation of fractional order a of an Z>-function may be defined either by the derivative of (2), thus (6) ƒ««>(*) = (iW+V^w +l )/i-<^(*) whenever the right side exists or by
where a>0, [a] being the largest integer rgce and {a)-a- [a] . Denoting the Fourier transform of ƒ£!>(£) and /xEBV(£) by f*(v) and ^(v), respectively, it will be useful to define the following function classes: The analog of this theorem also holds for the class VZ P » The equivalence of (b) and (d) (or (c) and (e)) is based upon the fact that Ii^fig(x)= i HQ(IiJ! 0 g)(x) a.e., 0<j8<l, by which one may prove PROPOSITION 
VÏ= ifEL*(E); (isgnv)(tv)M\v\<«>r(v)
/
Iff&L»(E), p>X and
The next two propositions are concerned with the differentiability of the integral (3) and the interchange of the operations of fractional differentiation and integration. PROPOSITION It now follows that the definitions (6) and (7) An analogous theorem holds for \<p^2. We conclude with the counterpart of a theorem of H. Weyl [9] , 
Iff&L*(E), Kp^2 and l-(l/p)<(a)<l, then ƒ(«}£!>(£) iff(H 0 f) {a] e.L*(E). Furthermore,
Hofl«Kx) = Ho(-Ii^)f<MKu))(x) = -/^>W<M>)(*) \du / dx --h^iHofy^Kx) = W) w (*) a.e. dx
